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Delivered 180 arts sessions
Ran 18 different professional art projects and each group took part in at
least 6 of them
Recruited 2 brilliant new artists
Introduced a new management structure, based on our trial projects in
2016/17
Introduced new systems to comply with GDPR legislation and improved our
record keeping
Raised £13,863 from members contributions, donations and local
fundraising events alone
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One of our projects this year, continuing from last year, was the Picasso clay
masks. Pablo Picasso has given us so many lovely quotes which are sprinkled
around this report.
‘All children are born artists; the problem is remaining artists as we grow
up’ (Picasso)

The evidence for the effectiveness of the arts in improving health and wellbeing is
growing and reveals that engaging with the arts and culture has positive long-term
benefits. Arts participation in a supportive social context is particularly beneficial,
as we have shown for the last 19 years.
“Arts Together is about the potential of old age – not just the problems. It’s
about living your life and new experiences, keeping it fresh”. (Member)
We recognise that older people with high support
needs have knowledge, skills and a desire to carry
on learning and that attending to basic needs
alone is not enough to make life worthwhile.
We also know that unless we tackle the damaging
effects of loneliness, bereavement, loss of role,
purpose and self-esteem, of lack of stimulation,
care and contact, then people find it near
impossible to gather the confidence and courage
to face the world again. It is not enough to bring
strangers together for lunch – people need
meaningful things to do, something to talk about
and the confidence to do so.
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We provide high quality art activities, not just lunch, with all the support that frail
people need to be able to take part. Our members are astonished by what they can
achieve. They grow in confidence, self-worth and pride. They have plenty to talk
about and they blossom.
“I wouldn’t come if it was just lunch. It’s doing things together that’s
important.” (Member)

Arts Together started with a trial project in 1999 and set up 3 groups in January
2000. We became a Registered Charity in May 2005 and now run 6 groups for frail,
isolated older people in rural Wiltshire, each with12 members. Everything we do is
based on what we have learned in the last 19 years. All our work is underpinned by
resourceful management, ensuring that our services are delivered efficiently and
safely and that we continue to respond appropriately to our members' needs and
to the prevailing legal and social environment.
Our work has 3 strands:
1. Professional arts projects designed to supply the interest, stimulation,
companionship and fun that are missing from members' lives. We aim to help them
rebuild their self-esteem, discover new purpose in their lives and continue living
confidently in the community for as long as possible
2. Our Wellbeing Service aims to provide the essential support that very frail
individuals need which benefits them widely and enables them to attend and
participate fully in our activities. This means that we can include people who are
too frail or whose needs are too complex for other groups.
3. Community Connections involves a lot of local promotion and networking and
helps us recruit new members, volunteers and other supporters. We publicise what
we do via our website and social media, talks, exhibitions and events aiming to
change public misconceptions about the needs and aspirations of frail older
people. We also raise much needed funds.
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‘Youth has no age’ (Picasso)
Our members are aged between 60 and 99 years and live in the community in rural
Wiltshire. All live with one or more disabling conditions such as dementia,
Parkinson's, limited sight or hearing, poor mobility, learning disabilities or fragile
mental health. Many of our members are dependent on others for their daily needs
and cannot go out without assistance. All are geographically and/or socially
isolated and were very lonely.
In 2017 the Campaign to End Loneliness published evidence of an increased risk of
falls, confusion, depression, lost confidence and suicide due to loneliness. It also
increases risk of developing coronary heart disease, stroke, high blood pressure,
onset of disability, cognitive decline and a 26% increased likelihood of mortality.
Members tell us that before Arts Together they would spend long periods alone
without stimulation or social contact of any kind. Many had experienced
overwhelming loss - of friends, companions, health, dignity and sense of
usefulness. Their confidence had dwindled and life had no purpose.
‘You get old and people ignore you, don’t listen to what you are trying to
say.’ (Member)

Often decisions about how older people live their lives are made by others - when
they get up or go to bed, what they eat, how they dress. New members are at a
crossroads where if nothing changes they risk losing their remaining
independence.
"What we have learnt is that simply offering support or information is
sometimes not enough: older people who are in the worst place often feel
there is no hope, leading to a vicious circle of low self-worth, lack of
motivation and reluctance sometimes to ask for or accept help."
From 'Struggling to Cope with Later life' Age UK 2018
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Members come to us at this critical point: "Before I came here I was sitting and
talking to the four walls. Now I’m up early and ready every Thursday" (Member)
Generally when we first meet them members are withdrawn and fearful after
prolonged periods alone. Friends or family may have died or moved away and they
have lost touch with their community.
‘You live with a feeling that no one cares, that you are a nuisance having to
ask for help all the time. Arts Together makes me feel normal – everyone
cares and I never have to ask.’ (Member)
Frailty is not always simply physical, due to age or disability, but also psychological
due to grief or illness, all of which prevent people from socialising or taking part in
interesting activities.
‘They speak over me. They don’t want to hear so I don’t like to say anything.
But I’m not frightened here.’ (Member)
The Office for National Statistics states that people in poor health or who have
conditions they describe as “limiting”, and who feel they belong less strongly to
their neighbourhood, are at particular risk of feeling lonely more often.
Several of our members have described the descent into depression after losing
their lifelong partner as well as their motivation and means to take part in society.
Joining Arts Together, they tell us, saved them from total despair and gave them
back their lives.
There are no quick fix solutions; we do not offer time limited services. If members
were obliged to return to a solitary, empty week their health and wellbeing would
soon deteriorate. Our aim is to maintain their newfound zest for life so that they
will continue to live independently for as long as possible. Members participate for
as long as they wish or are able and we adapt our support accordingly.
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There is a natural turnover of members as people die or move into end of life care.
Therefore although the total membership is 72, we actually work with around 80
members a year. We are also proud that our members stay with us right until the
end and that they do so knowing they have friends and are not alone.
Though all this sounds quite depressing, we aim to dispel patronising and negative
mental images of 'useless, out of touch old people', because our members are not
like that. Given the chance, they are fascinating, knowledgeable, feisty, and truly
creative.

"I consider Arts Together to be
an information exchange
between us artists and a
spirited collection of witty and
knowledgeable older folks!”
(Artist)

When we first started all our members were referred to us by Adult Care but these
days few older people have any statutory or other support. Around two thirds of
our members are still referred by statutory and charitable agencies (including
Mental Health Teams, Adult Care, Age UK, Alzheimer’s Support, Parkinson’s UK,
NHS Care Coordinators). Our Community Connections programme has increased
numbers coming to us via new routes such as relatives, carers, GP surgeries and
neighbours. We now have waiting lists at all our groups.
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‘I wouldn’t go out since the accident. I had lost confidence to mix with people.
I stopped doing all the clubs and groups I did before. I found it easier to join
(Arts Together) where people took me as I am and I didn’t have the pressure
to be like I was before’ (Member)

‘You give us wings and let us fly’ (Member)

We offered a varied programme of stimulating arts activities led by professional
artists and supported by trained volunteers. 'Sweet old ladies' or 'Useless burdens'
are commonly held images of frail older people who too often become passive
recipients of 'care', capable of 'safe' activities, or none at all.
‘You appreciate what we do, respect us’ (Member)
Our arts projects are a recipe for rebirth: members are not ‘done to’ but become
‘part of’. Our groups provide new challenges, interests and stimulation and teach
new skills. They offer companionship, practical help when needed and the chance
to help others once again.
‘We’re all different and whatever we produce it’s ours’ (Member)
This year our projects were:
Stained glass rondels; Illustrations for drawing books; Mondrian paintings;
Aboriginal art; ceramic Picasso masks; puppets and puppet shows; Giacometti
figures; Frida Kahlo style self-portraits; storytelling; still life painting; Mexican
birds; basics in drawing; book making; totem poles; sculpture from scrap; mosaics;
silk painting and paper making.
Our art is not what most people expect from ‘activities for the elderly.’ Though our
risk assessments are rigorous, we never 'dumb down' projects. This year a
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sculpture project involved drills, hammers and pliers with spectacular results. A
still life project brought a huge array of objects which members could choose from
and construct their own ‘still life’ to paint. No lives were lost in battles over the
best shaped bottle.
‘You are never ever made to stick to something rigorously. They encourage
your own creativity, to develop.’ (Member)

Drawing sessions included music, chocolates and wine which the participants could
consume after they had been drawn – a much enjoyed project. Interwoven into
many projects was information such as proportion, art history and technical
processes and often stimulated conversations on current news or personal topics.
‘G said how important this project is for thinking about how the body works
and how we feel about our bodies. A fantastic conversation followed amongst
everyone about bosoms, bras, letting it all hang out or not, youthful pertness
and all sorts of revealing things.’ (Artist )
Our projects and the difference we make in members' lives are illustrated on our
website www.artstogether.co.uk, Facebook page www.facebook.com/ArtsTogether,
twitter.com/arts_together and artstogetheruk on Instagram
‘K was lovely, wine and classical music - what more could you want?! You
couldn’t miss a week!’ (Member)
“At the beginning of each project they all say ‘I can’t do that’ – I love proving
them wrong!” (Artist)
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‘Good artists copy. Great artists steal’ (Picasso)

Arts Together is unique in Wiltshire. We know of no other activities for vulnerable
older people locally which offer the stimulation, challenge, opportunity to
contribute and essential support that we provide. Older people who are more
mobile and less frail than our members can access other opportunities such as
the Celebrating Age project supported by the Arts Council and Wiltshire
Council. These are designed to relieve loneliness, but Arts Together enables those
who need support to attend sociable groups and to be creative.
Our groups are deliberately kept small so that members can receive the individual
attention they need in a safe and non-threatening environment. This also allows
them to take an active role in running their groups, such as clearing up, taking
registers, laying tables, choosing menus and helping with fundraising. Each group
is supported by up to 4 trained local volunteers who report on positive changes
and any health or wellbeing concerns.
"(Arts Together) gives you a reason to carry on, something to help you have
companions – feel part of a team – being made welcome – and involving each
of us in a creative venture gives a feeling of wellbeing like having a family."
(Member)
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The impact on people who had previously spent their time staring at the wall and
waiting to die is demonstrated most vividly amidst the bustle of any group session:
the way they care for and help each other; the willingness to ‘have a go’ at
whatever the artists throw at them no matter how scary it first seems; the total
silence of intense concentration and the noise of chatter and laughter (visitors
often comment at the noise level); the joy and pride at being able to create, and
the glowing faces as they tell us how much Arts Together means to them. We
welcome visitors to our groups to experience the 'Arts Together Effect'. Some
things are hard to measure.
‘I had a very lonely life before this. I could go for weeks and not see anyone
except through the window. I have found life!’ (Member)
Since our members are old and living with various disabilities and diseases, it is to
be expected that their general health will deteriorate over time. For our members
to be able to cope with deterioration and to feel they are living a worthwhile life is
a significant outcome.
‘Arts Together gives you the confidence to grow older, boosts your morale,
you are not decrepit here.’ (Member)
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‘When I joined I just wanted to die. Not anymore. Arts Together has
emotional healing properties.’ (Member)
Our evaluation methods have evolved over the years to ensure they work for the
wide range of people and abilities in our groups. One method will not fit all. Our
members are mostly in their 80s and 90s and many have impaired memory. Some
methods are too detailed for our purposes and can be confusing for members.
Written/tick box methods are unsuitable for those with Parkinson’s, severe
arthritis, sight or memory loss, and group discussions are difficult for those with
communication issues (deafness, voice problems, anxiety). We find focus group
discussions work well by stimulating ideas and memories alongside a one page,
take home, large print questionnaire which allows people time to think and to
report more personal comments.

In our 2017 annual evaluation 100% of members reported improvements in their
social connectedness and 86% said their wellbeing or mental health had improved.
‘It makes life worthwhile.’ (Member)
‘It encourages you to carry on.” (Member)
Comments about wellbeing focused on acquiring stimulating new interests and
reducing depression and anxiety.
‘Here you forget what’s wrong with you and all the aches and pains go.’
(Member)
‘Using your hands relaxes you. This is something special.’ (Member)
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In the ‘Social’ category, members valued being able to get out of their house or
room and remembered how lonely they had been before they joined Arts Together.
‘I thought an art group for older people would make me feel old but it didn’t.
It made me feel younger!’ (Member)
Their comments about relationships were not simply about making friends but the
quality of those friendships and how special they were, about having shared
interests and doing things together, of being like a family.
Of artists' and volunteers’ responses, 46% of comments were about improvements
in members’ confidence and sense of autonomy, and 32% were about how
members developed mutually beneficial relationships. There were no negative
comments from any respondent.
‘This group has given me the confidence to stand up for myself. I fight to get
the right dialysis slots. I said I wouldn’t take a Thursday slot and I’d rather
wait. I will NOT miss Arts Together.’ (Member)
Our findings are endorsed by the Age UK’s Wellbeing Index, which states that the
single biggest contributor to wellbeing in older age is ‘creative and cultural
participation’.

‘Just when you thought you’d lost it, Arts Together brings it back!’ (Member)
The results from our regular monitoring and annual evaluation enable us to engage
with hard-to-reach older people more effectively, plan new arts projects, improve
individual members' creative experiences or support, and improve training and
support of volunteers and artists. They also inform development of organisational
policies and strategies.
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‘I now want to be part of the world. I didn’t before I joined.’ (Member)

Members are involved at every level and are regularly consulted about projects and
plans for possible changes. They help run their groups and some help raise
awareness and funds.
Our 4 trustees are responsible for the governance and strategic development of
Arts Together. Our member trustee and our trustee chair regularly visit and share
lunch with all the groups and report members’ informal comments and
observations.
Juliet Keel, a trustee since 2005 and our Chair for 4 years retired with our heartfelt
thanks for all her work and contributions. Juliet helped Arts Together develop into
the organisation it is today and did so with insight, humour and correct
punctuation! We are in the process of inducting a new trustee who will join the
team in the next year.
We have 4 part-time contracted staff who are responsible to the Trustees for day to
day service delivery. Their combined hours are equivalent to 1 full time post.
Our 22 committed group volunteers are the backbone of Arts Together. They do all
the practical work at the groups, setting up and clearing away, shopping and paper
work. They help artists to deliver projects and provide friendly support and a
listening ear for all the members. One volunteer ran crochet sessions during the
long summer break for any member who wanted to join in. Volunteers are the first
source of information about members and any concerns or developments. It can be
hard work and demanding but, they tell us, very satisfying.
‘They don’t give up on you.’ (Member)
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‘Always ready to talk, never a hesitation.’ (Member)
‘They give encouragement when you really need it.’ (Member)

Driver, volunteers, artist and carer at Trowbridge

A Trustees meeting

We lost 3 volunteers this year to house moves and new jobs, and gained 3 new
ones. One volunteer has been with us since we started and others nearly as long.
We aim to have at least 3 volunteers at each group and are delighted at the range
of different people and ages who want to join us as volunteers.
‘The volunteers have helped me build confidence so I feel I can come up with
more by myself now.’ (Member)
Our group volunteers and 12 professional artists of all ages share a passion for
working with older people and bring a wealth of experience and local knowledge.

2017 was a year of review and major structural change. Following two trial projects
supported by Zurich Community Trust and Lloyds Foundation we established 2
geographical 'hubs', each with a manager responsible for 3 groups. These 'hubs'
deliver services previously the responsibility of our General Manager and enable us
to support our members more effectively and deliver the Community Connections
Programme at grass roots level.
We have replaced a structure which was out of date and 'top heavy' and now
addresses our increasing workloads and the growing need for safeguarding. It will
enable us to develop a stronger more sustainable organisation fit to extend the
benefits of Arts Together to more vulnerable older people in Wiltshire and beyond.
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The new system facilitates close working and coordination between Hub Managers,
Project Support, General Manager, Admin Assistant and Trustees. The Trustees will
oversee and refine this system over the next three years.

‘We all feel the support we received is excellent.’ (Members)
Arts Together provides the encouragement and practical support that very frail
people need to be able to take part and retain their independence for as long as
possible.
Support includes:
 free escorted and fully accessible transport
 safe, comfortable, accessible venues
 professional carers to attend to personal needs
 volunteers and artists trained by us to modify projects so everyone can
participate fully. They adapt tools and techniques for painful fingers, find
ways to communicate with people with severe sensory impairment and
strategies to cope with memory loss
‘I haven’t got the confidence to get on a bus and go down to the town but (the
driver) collects me and brings me here and I feel fine.’ (Member)
Few older people have support from a regular social or other worker and many
members are bewildered by the complexities of identifying and contacting today’s
services. Without anyone to turn to, events such as burglary, bullying, falls or rat
infestations can be overwhelming for isolated older people and their confidence,
wellbeing and health can deteriorate rapidly.
‘They will phone when you are at home having problems. It’s so good to
know you have backing.’ (Member)
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Hub Managers organise transport and provide the emotional support and
information members need. They support them to make their own decisions, liaise
with families and agencies and make referrals to specialist agencies when wanted.
As a result no one has stopped attending and benefiting from their group because
of problems at home.
‘When I was ill she helped me through all of that.’ (Member)
‘I go out now; before I was too scared. I even look different.’ (Member)
Hub-Managers attend all groups regularly and receive weekly reports from
volunteers and artists about any problems experienced by and concerns regarding
members. If a member is away because of illness or other crisis the Manager stays
in touch and will often organise a card from all the group members.
"My mother is overjoyed with the card that the group sent her while she is ill.
She has it in pride of place next to her chair to show that she now has
friends who care about her." (Relative)
Our service is not time limited. Inevitably members become more frail as they age.
Specialist support for members is increasingly hard to find as service contracts and
personnel change frequently and charities close down.
By expanding our professional networks through our Community Connections
programme we have improved access to services and to advice on specific
disabilities to ensure all our projects are totally accessible to our members. Last
year this work resulted in 65 members being supported with 709 wellbeing
interventions. All interventions and contacts are recorded so emerging problems
can be identified promptly and crises averted wherever possible.
‘There’s always someone to rescue you.’ (Member)
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All our staff, volunteers and artists are DBS checked and are regularly updated on
safeguarding procedures.
We also train front-line staff to understand members' needs and to adapt projects
so that everyone can participate fully and create their own unique work. This year
volunteers and some artists had training in
Stroke awareness,
Manual handling,
Food hygiene
We distributed information to volunteers and artists on specific conditions and at
certain times of year we reminded volunteers of, for example, the effect of heat or
cold on older people.
In October we ran one of our bi-annual workshops and 35 Arts Together people
attended. Alzheimer’s Support ran one session, followed by training in GDPR, and
then an afternoon of hands-on art workshops on adapting arts for various
disabilities.

2017 training workshop
We are proud to be an official Dementia Friendly organisation and are GDPR
compliant.
As well as reviewing all food hygiene procedures at all the groups, each group put
together and trialled fire drills at their specific venues. These had to take into
account the venues’ own procedures, the weather, and the needs and disabilities of
our members.
At one venue, the minibus driver volunteered to help out and said “That was the
most exciting fire drill I have ever witnessed!”
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Our community engagement programme includes promotion and local networking.
Twenty five community volunteers with local knowledge and a passion for what we
do help raise awareness and much needed funds.
Community Connections helps us to find very hard to reach older people. Those
who are struggling to manage but do not receive services from statutory or
charitable organisations are particularly hard to reach. We need to do so before
they reach crisis point when Adult Care steps in. Through our promotion events we
now reach isolated older people through relatives, carers, neighbours, small local
services and themselves. This work has also put us in touch with emerging services
and their staff and potential new sources of support for our vulnerable members.
We also raised much needed funds. 2017 has been the most difficult year so far for
us to raise grant funding despite our previous successful record. To enable us to
survive in the current climate, Community Connections aims to reduce our need for
grants by increasing financial and practical support from the communities we
serve.

With our members, artists and volunteers help in 2017 we raised £13,363 from
local fundraising and donations as well as in-kind contributions valued at £72,300 44% of our total resource needs.
We took part in the Waitrose green token schemes in two towns, did bag packing at
Morrisons, Devizes, and members and volunteers took part in a sponsored walk.
McCarthy and Stone Ltd also presented our Trowbridge group with a cheque for
£500.
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Staff attended Pewsey Older Peoples Partnership meetings, carried out interviews
with BBC Wiltshire radio and Swindon radio with Zurich Community Trust, and took
part in the Wiltshire Voluntary, Community and Social Enterprise Forum.
Our social media following increased during the year and our on-line members also
post there. Our website brought 10 enquiries about volunteering last year and 4
new members’ relatives referred to it before contacting us. Since we updated our
website to make it mobile compatible, more agencies tell us they use it for
information.

We hope that we also helped change perceptions of frail older people and what
they are able to achieve if given the chance to do so.
We particularly wish to thank those volunteers who help us run events in the
community as well as individuals and businesses that support us with in-kind
goods or services.
Thank you to;
Wiltshire Farm Foods for food donations,
Morrisons, Devizes for food donations
Asda, Trowbridge for food donations
Carewatch for subsidised carers and training for our volunteers
Mears for carers
Age UK for training
Alzheimer’s Support for training
Wiltshire Community Foundation for advice
Selwood Housing, Aster, Green Square and Guinness Hermitage for venues
All those many agencies and individuals who helped us with advice,
information or training.
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The often unsung hero of Arts Together, our Project Support Manager, carries out
many of the administrative tasks that underpin all our work. In 2017 this included
setting up and updating social media and website; producing displays, banners
and flyers; processing DBS checks and expense claims; updating our accounts;
overseeing compliance with GDPR and introducing our new IT system. He also
steps in at groups when needed.
Arts Together now has an encrypted cloud storage and email system. Our Project
Support manager deserves a medal for setting it up and the rest of us for learning
how to use it. To further comply with GDPR, we reviewed and renewed all our data
permission forms for everyone involved with Arts Together and our Admin
Assistant had the arduous task of updating and deleting records.

With increasing competition and decreasing sources of funds, 2017 has been a
challenging year for raising funds. We submitted 59 grant applications and were
successful with 17, three of which were received in 2018.
The £13,363 we raised through donations and local fundraising included £1,157
from the London Marathon (thank you Neil Towers), £6,812 from group members,
and £5,394 from local events.

Income 2017/18
b/f from 2016
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Restricted
Grants
£
34,705
30,888

Unrestricted
grants
£
500

Donations/
local
fundraising £
13,363
11,552

48,568
42,440
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We extend our thanks to the following 14 foundations and trusts from which we
received grants and in particular to the 11 organisations who have funded us on
more than one occasion over the years and have sent us messages of support
through a difficult year.
Ammco Trust

1,000 Jack Lane

1,000

Boshier Hinton Foundation

3,000 Lottery Awards 4 All

9,255

Comic Relief

3,000 Lyn Foundation

Force for Good/Police Mutual

500

200 Souter

3,000

Foyle Foundation

3,000 St James Trust

Friends of Savernake Hospital

2,000 Walter Guinness Charitable Trust

3,000

500 Wiltshire Community Foundation

5,000

Hellianthus Charitable Trust

750

£

Artists’ fees, Materials, Travel, Admin, Management, Marketing

40,305

Group lunch costs, transport, Member recruitment and support,
Artist and volunteer recruitment and support, Training

22,758
5,671

Management and organisation development, Trustee training and
support, Admin, fees and insurances

12,315

Wellbeing Coordinator trial
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We raised 44% of our total resource needs through contributions in kind. Without
this support we would not be able to operate and we are very grateful to all those
individuals and businesses who give time, goods and services.
Our volunteers, artists, staff and supporters gave more time and goods than we
could keep track of and some kind gestures have gone un-recorded but are no less
appreciated.
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‘The artist is a receptacle for emotions that come from all over the place:
from the sky, from the earth, from a scrap of paper, from a passing shape,
from a spider's web.’ (Picasso)
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Juliet Keel (Volunteer
representative) Retired 2018
Julia Warin (Independent Artist)
Trevor Bale (Member
representative)
Yvonne Maunder (Chair)

Karolyne Fudge-Malik (Organisation
Manager/Hub Manager West)
Jeff Pigott (Project Support)
Belinda Chandler (Trial Wellbeing
Coordinator/Hub Manager East)
Sharon Tuttle (Admin Assistant)
Margaret Cleverley,
Tim Jerrett

Andria Walton
Ruth Hepworth
Carol Harris
Julia McNeill
Carol Rensch
Juliet Keel
Angela Edwards
Rachel Heard
Jane Greenwood
Gina Edwards
Angela Robinson
Clifton ‘Knati’ Powell
Pamela Brigden
Gerda Macdonald
Fiona Redmond
Wendy O’Grady
Alison Yare
Tim Jerrett
Denyse Boaler
Alex Schofield
Gill Norman

The Pigotts
Bath College lecturers
The Chandlers
Sarah Weeks
Jane Johnson
Karin Kennedy
Rachel Heard
Leonie Watson
Fi Redmond & family
Janet Mclean
Maggie Dettmar
Tim Jerrett
Donna Jerrett
Alison Yare
Juliet Keel
Keith
Margaret Cleverley

Jeff Pigott
Jane Johnson
Joanna Dewfall
Sarah Weeks
Leonie Watson
Hannah Carding
Karin Kennedy
Anna Lane
Annie Mulholland
Karen Pigott
Clifton (Knati) Powell
Jennie Gilling
Belinda Chandler

Julia Warin
Friends of Neil Towers
Norma Tubb

Karen Farwell
Kevin Bull
Chris Parsons-Hann
Jo Wright

Some volunteers had to leave us due to new jobs or
commitments. Their contributions are much appreciated
Should circumstances change they will be warmly welcomed
back to the fold.
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‘Everything you can imagine is real’ (Picasso)

Jeff Pigott did a 3 week residency at Brisons Veor that ‘was amazing’ See
http://brisonsveor.org.uk/jeff-piggott-4-25-november-2017/
Fi Redmond started work on the Chippenham Great War Centenary Tapestry
commission, which goes live this November 2018.
Belinda Chandler went fire walking, qualified in ‘Fitness Instructing and Personal
Training’, and took part in a 12 mile sponsored walk for Alzheimer’s Support.
Leonie Watson completed and installed a stained glass window.
Joanna Dewfall designed and made 31.3sq m of
permanent mosaic wall panels/tables or pavers for
or with 14 different clients. These commissions or
workshops were mostly in Wiltshire but also in
Hampshire, Gloucestershire, Dorset, Somerset and
Cambridgeshire..
Sarah Weeks got married and became Sarah Case.
Julia Warin Exhibited “my toy refugees” at Reece
Museum, Tennessee and “Asylums of the Lambs” at
44AD Bath. She set up Ceramic Space open access
studio in Bradford on Avon.
She also ran charity pot sales for Arts Together
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Karolyne Fudge-Malik was commissioned to carry
out research for Wiltshire Wildlife Trust’s Swindon
Wellbeing programme.
Rachel Heard had paintings accepted as part of
Pound Arts Open, played in her gypsy jazz
collective and ran various art workshops at Bratton
primary school and St Patrick's in Corsham.
Clifton (Knati) Powell exhibited his work at the
Wine Street Gallery in Devizes and also raised
donations for Arts Together.
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www.artstogether.co.uk
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